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concurrences
“It matters what matters we use to speak other matters with. It matters what stories we tell other stories with. It matters what knots knot
knots, what thoughts think thoughts, what ties tie ties. It matters what
stories make worlds and unmake worlds, and what worlds make stories and unmake stories” - Donna Haraway, Cosmopolitical Critters...

Living is an intra-activity. We exhale carbon dioxide that plants need to grow, we inhale the oxygen that
they excrete. Oxygen is carried through our bodies with
the iron-containing hemoglobin in our blood. Iron is one
of the most plentiful elements in the Earth body, we mine
it to construct environments we move through. Limestone
used to build the roads we drive on and the city pathways
we walk over contains calcium as do our bones. All bodies
– human and nonhuman – are permeable and complex
material systems. We affect our environment and it affects
us. Knowledge too is an exchange. As Donna Haraway
playfully articulates: knowledge is a thinking with, a kind
of passing along like a relay. In receiving knowledge from
a source you are responsible for that knowledge; a trust
is exchanged between the giver and the receiver. This is
why how matters. The what eventually transforms into
the how of an investigation, bringing into focus more how
an investigation gets conducted than what began the initial inquiry. In this paper I will describe how the question:
“what does rust want?” transforms a prompt generated by
a proclivity toward the material to an aesthetic investigation that permeates other materials and ways of thinking,
knowing and feeling. My training as an artist interrogates
process and format to describe information. My human
desire to come to terms with my species’ relationship to
this world – the entangled web of other species and forms
of matter – leads me to search beyond the formalities

of art. By incorporating various approaches and knowledge bases into this endeavor I do not claim mastery
over the ideas I weave with nor do I expect to come to
a motionless conclusion. Through material contact and a
thinking with I am participating in the intra-actions of this
world by locating myself and my experience within its constantly shifting structures. I learn this from matter itself: I
am not a fixed essence, not a thing but a doing (Barad 828).
In Realist Magic: Objects, Ontology, Causality Timothy Morton proposes that when studying art, it is not a
study of sugar coated surface appearance, but a study
and making of cause and effect (20). Because objects do
not exist without environment and are embedded with
histories and with other bodies, they are inherently demonic. Fundamentally art is an interpretation or translation, a collaboration between artist, material and environment at least. This circumstance invites infinite
variables into the process of creating. These surprise
variables illustrate the demonic state, an “…ambiguous,
self-contradictory, trickerish, illusion dimension…” which
is necessary in order for art to perform its task of carrying information “from the beyond.” Echoing Socrates,
Morton explains that art is not an accurate image but a
performance of the demonic force. From this demonic
force we experience something spontaneously emerging,
something beginning to take form from nothing. As initiator of this emergence – along with much time spent
honing skill and expertise – as an artist you allow yourself to be overcome by the inner structure of that which
you are attending to, be it an instrument, paint, clay,
metal, stone etc (22-3). Carrying information “from the
beyond” is thus collaborating with the demonic force.
A successful collaboration results in a transcendent

knowing, feeling expansion. Powerful art opens, works
to loosen things for reexamination or illumination; it
doesn’t shut down or smugly propose narrow answers. I
am proposing that materials and the way they are processed and considered in the orchestrating hands of the
artist play a significant and vital role in how this information reaches us. I am stressing that this task of carrying information – though humanly initiated – is not
human centric. Morton cites examples such as global
warming, wind, water, sunlight and coral bleaching as
demonic forces that along with artistic intentions carry and deliver information. He illustrates this through
an example of the elements at work in a painting:
“Paintings have always been made of more things than humans. They have been
made of paint, which is powdered crystals in some medium such as egg white
or oil. Now when you put the painting on the wall, it also relates to the wall.
A fly lands on it. Dust settles on it. Slowly the pigment changes despite your
artistic intentions. We could think of all these nonhuman interventions as themselves a kind of art or design. Then we realize that nonhumans are also doing
art all the time, it’s just that we call it causality. But when calcium crystals coat
a Paleolithic cave painting, they are also designing, also painting. Quite simply
then, the aesthetic dimension is the causal dimension…” (Realist Magic... 24).

Material is the term for what Morton now calls nonhuman. Materials – or resources – are words we have become accustomed to using to describe matter that serves
the needs of human production. Utilizing Morton’s intonation of the term “nonhuman” for the exploration of
material in this paper and aesthetic archive, I am asking
them to participate alongside humans, as they too are acknowledged to have infinite inner space (Hyperobjects, 173).

Metal is an obstinate material to work with.
Transforming it is a slow journey, arousing frustration
and demanding patience. In the six years I have spent
in intimate contact with some form of it I have noticed
the effects of its rigidity on my psyche. While I realize
this statement is problematic in the academic context
of this paper, I can only qualify it experientially; its citation is within the memory of my muscles – of lessons
learned through repetition and trial and error. During
the phase of initial contact and small but monumental
successes there were hopes of mastery. That desire began to fade, and with that dissolved a need for control.
Instead of transforming the physical material, the doings of transforming is where I situate my activity alongside the vitalities of the nonhumans I engage: a focus on
the how through process over the what of the outcome.
feeling rust
Three years ago in the company of accumulating rusty rags, rusty splashes, and red orangey dust in
my mostly white studio I began to ask myself a series
of questions. What was I doing collecting these things?
What is it about my life that gets disrupted by that thing
– that thing – moving me to bend down and pick it up
and carry it home? Why in abandoned and dilapidated
environments? And why do I deeply clean them with vinegar, hydrogen peroxide, and abrasives? At the time I was
transforming these things and combining them to create new assemblages; but why? My relationship to these
questions constantly shifts. In some moments I have been
resolute in the actions being a gesture of care; of making

beautiful what has been discarded, tending to the abandoned. In other moments I question this response as one
of care and think of my actions as hoardish, insufficient,
even disruptive: these things don’t need my attention –
and worse – what if in my displacing them I am disrupting
a chemical process that is crucial to the ecosystem of that
specific place and time, causing more harm? These are
some of the sides that surround a set of actions, actions
that are nonetheless seen through regardless of the questioning. During this time I learned that by collecting and
cleaning – and through slow material contact – I come to
know and to feel the series of moments I find myself in.
The need to tangibly know has carried over into the present, and now incorporates various exploratory formats.
An array of overlapping activities inform one another and
drives the project I am introducing here. I use my feet, eyes,
nose, hands and mouth as well confused and/or elated
brain cells. I travel to archives, conduct interviews, photograph, tangentially research, journal; ultimately – collect.
This methodology engages me in a web of materials, processes, feelings, thoughts and actions that arouse a tingling
vitality for being in the world, a vitality that I share with
all matter (though I am not presuming all matter tingles).
Rust is a marginal subject, a peripheral phenomenon left on the outskirts -- a depressive eyesore – a reminder that a new, fresh center is being sought after. To
the human drive for development and progress (the definitions of these provocative notions will not be expanded on here) it signifies neglect, failure, fear of disuse; yet
from a materially sensitive perspective (a notion that will
be expanded on here) it is recognized as the fundamental
aspect of steel (which is an alloy of iron). Therefore, to

work with steel in a rusted state is to accept what it wants,
to work with it where it wants to be. Perhaps then the question should be rephrased as “what does iron want?” It was
somewhere in the middle of this project that I learned the
intricacies of rust’s relationship to iron and I will explore
that further in the coming sections. But simply: iron wants
to rust. By staying with the question “what does rust want?”
I am revealing the unfolding of my research, underlining
that changes, expansions and complexities evolve out of
trying to answer questions. I am revealing the anthropocentric presumption that rust indeed wants something; my
research is inherently subjective, affected by my personal
goals. By asking rust what it wants, I am also asking myself
what I want from it. In beginning this project I associated
rust with trauma and neglect. In concluding it I now see
rusting steel objects as contented nonhumans, existing in
a restful state that nonetheless feels somewhat complacent.
This shift in perspective depicts how the project – in an attempt at locating revealing moments of fluidity – ebbs and
tenses through personal, intellectual and ecological goals.
In her book, Nomadic Subjects: Embodiment and Sexual Difference in Contemporary Feminist Theory Rosi Braidotti
writes,“Philosophical nomadism addresses, in both a critical and creative manner, the role of the former “center” in
redefining power relations. Margins and center shift and
destabilize each other in parallel, albeit dissymmetrical
movements” (23). What if we moved rust from the margins
and addressed it as a central focus, instead of shiny new
steel and new developments? What could it tell us? Braidotti’s nomadic figuration redefines power relations by reconfiguring boundaries and giving voice to the marginal. It
provides a way to cultivate a sensitivity to vital matter, to the
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nonhumans around us we indifferently refer to as “resources”.
By placing rusting steel in the center using the nomadic subject position I am opening to an imagining: I can observe
without preconceptions where it lives, how it behaves, and
how it engages with other nonhumans. Doing this also
reflects back on me, revealing personal revelations, disappointments, fears and desires that in my human feeling and
knowing, I am assuming can connect with other humans.
In Vibrant Matter, Jane Bennett is searching for a
vital materialism. She is looking to find matter at work
on vast and intimate scales without imposing teleological justifications (62). The chapter “The Life of Metal”
explores the materiality of metal in a way that renders
it vital, vibrant and alive: vital matter is not merely an
extension of space, it is the activity of intensities. Following Deleuze and Guattari, she argues: “In this strange,
vital materialism, there is no point of pure stillness, no
indivisible atom that is not itself aquiver with virtual
force” (52). Rusting is an exemplary process to illustrate
this vitality: the molecules of oxygen and iron quiver and
bounce off of each other until they eventually slow. Oxygen after all is heavy. It brings things down. Rusting is to
rest, a convivial relaxation, a subatomic surrender that although is not still, is vibrating on a more subtle frequency.
Metals, whether directly from the Earth or alloyed
by humans are never pure substances. They always exist
in assemblages. The grains within the crystal structure of
iron come in a large variety of shapes and sizes depending
on the pressures exerted from neighbors, and therefore
the overall structure does not form a seamless whole.
This spatial variation invites all sorts of possible al-

terations from outside molecules. When iron is allowed exposure to water and oxygen, those molecules work their way into the iron grain – getting as
far under the surface as they can – and rusting begins.
The molecules of iron then begin accepting the molecules
of oxygen and an outer layer of rust is created. This layer
flakes off and then another layer begins and so on, until the
object is essentially dust. In a poetic sense, I began to see it
as iron’s way of returning to the earth in its most natural
and desired state. In relation to abandoned industrial sites
too expensive to demolish or clean up, rust is doing the
demolishing for us, decomposing the industrial cast offs.
But when it is not wanted, when it interferes with utilized
constructed environments and causes bridges to collapse,
pipelines to burst and concrete to crack, it is a squirmy
pest. To think of it as a nomadic subject following an itinerant path gives it agency – which also renders it demonic
– accentuating its wiliness which is both uncomfortable
and enlivening. If left to perform the role of a decomposer is it useful? If interfering with the structural integrity of
human construction does it underline carelessness? Lazy
maintenance? Hasty construction? Assigning materials
and processes agency is scary, it rattles and undermines
the human centered way of being in the world. Suddenly
the walls and roads and fences and cars have eyes that
stare back, and voices that tell us things about ourselves.
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feeling the quarry
“The climate of sight changes from wet to dry and from dry to wet according to one’s mental weather.” Robert Smithson, Collected Writings, 108.

“Buildings in collapsed incoherent fragments, holes, seepages, juttings, consequences of weight, weather, time and
gravity resulting in precarious arrangements of materials;
are like frozen unexpressed disappointments. Man-made
systems once refined so acutely to perform a few specific
tasks so efficiently that the function operates at the level of
industry. Now abandoned and disused, the site and their
parts become witnesses to displaced hope, frustration, failure.” Initial explorations of a disused limestone quarry in
Port Ewen, New York has left these impressions on me.
From my journal, these descriptions here are of the buildings there which scatter around the edge of what is now
a lake. Evidence of pumps and large tubes leading out
of the lake and tossed haphazardly around the perimeter
suggest that the water had won. In fact it did. In an interview with Brian..., the quarry manager, he revealed that
when the price of diesel rose significantly in 2008 running
the pumps to keep the water out could no longer be done
efficiently, and extraction was halted. There is mischief
amongst the nonhumans here, which I relish: water and
petroleum (under the influence of economy) unite to save
the limestone from continuous blasting, creating a clear
deep lake for fish, turtles, frogs, ducks raccoon and deer –
to name a few of the creatures I found evidence of. Brian
echoed that this new ecosystem was a vibrant entity. However in almost the next breath he said that if it were necessary (profitable) they could easily go back in with the pumps
and clear the water out for extraction to resume; sucking
the life out of the ecosystem of the lake in a matter of days.

Like any form of life, in the months that made
up the timeline that compiled this archive I went through
many changes, many exhuberances and many deaths.
Cerebral research parallels the emotional and the psychic
(by which I mean trusting my gut enough to know that
what resonates matters), and is the tuning of my artistic
practice. Karen Barad says: “We” are not outside observers of the world. Nor are we simply located at particular
places in the world; rather, we are part of the world in
its ongoing intra-activity” (30). This relates to the vitalist position that Jane Bennett draws from in her development of vital materialism. A basic position of the vitalists states that a study of the parts of an organism does
not provide sufficient explanation for the behavior of the
whole, while concurrently the properties of the whole are
essential in determining the nature and behavior of the
parts at each stage of the life cycle (Haraway 38). I began
to realize with these ideas in mind that in order to know
rust I must participate in its environment; place myself
inside instead of gathering and working only in the petri dish of my studio. After many wanderings throughout
various abandoned industrial sites where rust prevails,
I chose to focus on the quarry in Port Ewen. It was the
most personally, aesthetically and ecologically dynamic
to me. Over time it mixed with my mental weather, and
eventually imprinted itself on my internal landscape. Codiscovered in the heat of summer and with the heat of a
new romantic love. Continually explored into mid winter – through the unraveling of that romantic love and
the great death of my dog companion of thirteen years
whom I buried after ending his life. I first accepted the
imprint or reflection (I’m not quite sure which) of the
place a few weeks after this. I was standing on the edge

of the quarry looking out over the lake and suddenly felt
dizzy and subtly lost my breath. I felt a tumbling weight
move through my shoulders and down to my knees and
disperse into my calves as sharp tingles and I began to
cry. In what I can best describe as an involuntary flash I
connected my internal ache to the vast hole/deep lake in
the blasted earth. This hole that had re-become a lively
ecosystem, could also so easily and offhandedly be disposed of and destroyed. Ultimately I felt an admiration
for the resilience of the land, a hope, a happy/sad. Claire
Colebrook writes of Giles Deleuze’s urge for us to recognize the desires and investments that turn life against
itself. Instead of demonizing the activity of mining
by condemning it as evil, my work instead would be to
dig into the inhuman forces that produce sadness (132).
The actions of the miners or the companies who run
the mines are not autonomous evil-doers: they exist in
a complex entanglement of economies, forms of labor,
environments, perceived needs and etc. The land and I
had become acquainted, and I had already located joy
through touching, making, image taking, thinking, writing, collecting, singing, materially intervening: I had to
continue to engage with this site. Although at times pointing to the violence and the sadness of the place, the activities helped me to process and dig deeper into internal
and external sadness. To think beyond my single human
position, I recognize that responsiveness does not equal
reciprocity. However attentiveness and responsiveness are
methods for practicing care and understanding vulnerability (Tronto 259). By focusing on an environment that
had been wounded and for now allowed to thrive, I am
able to think about a practice of care more directly. Along
with attentiveness and responsiveness, other practices of

care include responsibility and competence. It is these
qualities that Joan Tronto articulates as necessary for
citizens to live together in healthy communities (Hartount).
Training as an artist has cultivated in me the aesthetic and manual tools necessary to reclaim and reuse
materials gathered from the collapsing buildings and
landscape and to transform them into finely crafted interesting objects, giving them new life and attracting human
attention. For me the gathering, the transporting, the refining and the fabrication is an extended act of attention.
I move from one place (the quarry) to another (the studio)
feeling the weight of the materials in my muscles, receiving their splinters, choosing which parts to trim down and
specifically place. The imagination is always at work here.
I use these materials as a considered choice: a desire to
transform, to re-envision potential. The transported and
reformed materials speak of their most recent origin,
and in the stark walls of the gallery the quarry begins to
emerge as do other abandoned mines and industrial complexes. These places form the stilts that hold up our insatiably consuming culture, places which rarely live even
amongst the cobwebs in our minds. By doing this labor,
I am taught by these nonhumans that contact is permeable. The matter around us lives in us. Blood is metal,
stone is bone. When things contain the same molecules
a mysterious, incomprehensible knowing comes to be.
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other destabilizations
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Robert Smithson’s dialectic of the site/nonsite is an example of an artistic strategy that destabilizes the center.
Addressing the dialectic from various perspectives in Robert Smithson: The Collected Writings he often characterized it
in relation to his preference for fringe or marginal areas.
Much of Smithson’s practice involved travel, the journey
which he described as moving from the center to the periphery. New York City still is and was during Smithson’s
time in the mid 1960s, a center in the art world context,
and the galleries within that center were like rooms within
a room. Materially the nonsites were composed of dirt,
sand, mirrors and other forms of matter gathered from
the site, which was the location in the periphery or fringe
area. The nonsites served as maps to the sites, pointers
to the fringe. Although unavoidable, most distinct in the
periphery is entropy, a cornerstone of Smithson’s conceptual language. He was not fixated on the beauty of decay
or how to fix it; his work was in finding the equilibrium
between opposites, between decay and renewal, order
and chaos. He didn’t see a conflict between industry and
nature, since entropy converses with them both and therefore there was always transformation; there was no better
world to get to. He writes, “...there is no tomorrow, nothing but a gap, a yawning gap. That seems sort of tragic,
but what immediately relieves it is irony, which gives you
a sense of humor. It is that cosmic sense of humor that
makes it all tolerable. Everything just vanishes” (195). Yet
there is a curious contradiction that arises when examining his notion of origin which can at times be read alongside his descriptions of the center: “It seems that no matter how far you go, you are always thrown back on your

point of origin… You are confronted with an extending
horizon; it can extend onward and onward, but then you
suddenly find the horizon is closing in all around you, so
that you have this kind of dilating effect. In other words,
there is no escape from limits” (193). It appears that his
notion of origin is finite, fixed and traceable while his
concept of tomorrow or the future is infinite nothingness.
Thinking of his idea of origin as finite simultaneously with the idea of the center – as a place like New
York city – suggests that limits are human contrivances, so
perhaps origins are too. He says of the site for Spiral Jetty
“My interest in the site was really a return to the origins
of material, sort of a dematerialization of refined matter. Like if you took a tube of paint and followed that
back to its original sources” (192). When reading this
what immediately comes to mind is Timothy Morton’s
earlier referenced description of the anatomy of a painting – even the painting cave crystals relate to Smithson’s
Spiral Jetty which is a form constructed by man left to
be reconstructed by salt crystals. Tracing a tube of paint
back to its origin invites infinite variables to consider: previous contents of containers used to mix the paint leaving their traces, a sneeze, an ungloved hand, a gloved
hand, a spill, the source of the pigment itself, the tools
used for extracting. How and where would the origin of
the paint be located in just this finite set of variables? To
trace the origin of this tube of paint in Smithson’s sense
one must begin to set limits. Just as New York city is a
place of origin, the moment the paint is placed inside the
tube could for example be viewed as its origin. Because
this fixed limit is established by human definition, now
the task of tracing becomes slightly easier. The paint is

packaged, shipped, unpacked, placed on a shelf, purchased, squeezed onto a palette and placed onto a canvas with a brush. But is this the end of the story? Now it
becomes the painting on the wall – and the collaboration
with all of those dust particles and sun rays – and we see
that limits are constructs of the human mind and its need
to systematize, order and contain; nonhumans are never
still and do not begin in isolation but in assemblages. There
is suddenly an emancipatory freedom in the breaking
open of limits and the recognition of interconnectedness.
A Map Without Boundaries is a project conceived
of by Matthew Friday and was realized collaboratively
with environmental engineer Dr. Guy Riefler. The project illustrates another method for thinking about interconnectedness, boundaries, limits, and of interpretation
as a form of engagement. On his website, Friday writes:
“A Map Without Boundaries is founded on the understanding that objects and
agencies of observation are inseparable parts of a single phenomena. Just as determinate entities do not exist before the events that give them boundaries, space
and time do not exist as autonomous fields outside of the phenomena. To interpret the world is to be in and of it. Interpretation is a form of engagement
that produces the world as intelligible. This intelligibility does not precede us,
just as the map does not exist before the territory, nor is it waiting to be uncovered like some form of buried treasure. In fact, interpretation is not even the
sole provenance of human beings, rather, interpretation is the articulation of
the world in all of its differential becoming. Embracing this form of engagement means becoming accountable for the types of mattering we produce. This
is a profoundly ethical question as it means taking account of the entanglements
we produce and are, in turn, produced by. We are our relations of responsibility to the other, both human and nonhuman; this is the ethics of worlding.”

A result of imaginative problem-thinking, the project destabilizes and refreshes our notions of accountability to
the industrial wastelands that our culture produces. These
wastelands begin to create their own ecologies, some destructive and some regenerative. While these configurations will happen with or without human interception,
they have been initiated by human action. Therefore to
engage these consequences is to take responsibility for our
actions, and work towards creative and healthy solutions.
A part of the digestive process of lithic extremophile bacteria results in the release of acidic sulphur
from coal remaining at abandoned mines. This digestion process is what causes acid mine drainage. An experimental water treatment technique developed by Dr.
Reifer in southern Ohio gleaned the acidic drainage to
produce an iron oxide pigment for artistic and industrial applications. This project demonstrates the ingenuity of experimentation and energizes ways of addressing
the problematic configurations of the nonhuman world.
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the archive
An archive is a systematic setting of limits for the
limitless. climate of sight is the archive that performs the
question “what does rust want?” Situated at the disused
limestone quarry in Port Ewen and configured in the
walls of a gallery in the Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art;
the investigation urges materials to crystallize amongst
themselves, to articulate acts of attention and to become
tools for seeing and containers for holding. In compiling
the contents, attention was given to the what and why of
inclusion and to systems of ordering, while acknowledging that the form could infinitely evolve with the inclusion
of new ordering systems or tropes, sites, materials, and relationships. This archive – a format that has form but has
the potential to continually evolve – compiles and directs
collaborations between humans and nonhumans and is
a tangible record of the various textures and processes
of what remains of the investigation. Yet it also calls to
mind what is absent – the most obvious entity being the
quarry itself. While the intention of creating an archive
was known from the beginning of this project, the gathering and generating of material did not follow a strict
formula. This was due in part to an awareness that this is
a new and more comprehensive working process for me.
Establishing formats and creating formulas to predetermine end results would have limited what I could find. A
lot of material was generated. What is finally presented is
the result of the refining and condensing of information
to enchant, to engage and to connect and open the viewer
to the inner world of rust by observing and tracing it in
an environment, a specific assemblage. The fabricated
objects in the gallery are almost entirely configured from

materials found at the quarry. Their various box forms
evoke the language of the archive: they are made to contain, protect and display information. Placed throughout
the space to weave you through, they are stations for you
to stop and investigate information and nonhuman collaborations – I am configuring an imaginative, fragmented map of the quarry. I am offering ways to experience
the place in another space, offering its imprint to your
internal landscape. Home as a major trope revealed itself to me late in the process. Rusting is resting, so rusting
is the state iron most wants. When iron ore is extracted
from the Earth it is in an oxidized form, by rusting it is
completing its cycle on Earth, returning to where it came
from how it entered. Rust is directly present as dust and is
also continuing to digest objects collected from the quarry.
To stress the relationship to home and displacement the
collected objects are displayed on a moving blanket on
the floor. Outlined in rust dust also on top of the blanket
is the shape of the quarry lake – home to many creatures
– as viewed from Google maps. By collecting these objects and bringing them into the gallery and overlapping
them with the moving blanket and outline of the lake I
am composing an image to evoke a sense of precarity
towards the conception of home. The lake being something that can be sucked dry at any time, the blanket a
physical tool for warmth and moving – a figure of momentary comfort – and the objects themselves that are
both materially in a process of transition and also have
been literally displaced to be repositioned and viewed.
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In another piece, a performance is recorded on
one side of a video projection. One set of hands eventually collaborates with another – and also a small gardening tool – to dig a large piece of steel out of a mound of
gravel. The effort is initiated to expose as much of the
steel as possible to oxygen, so that it will disintegrate more
quickly. Synchronously, on the right side of the projection,
a camera is attached to a homing pigeon as it flies back to
its nest. Magnetite is iron in a mineral form and is found
in a crystal form in the beak of homing pigeons. This is
one of the reasons that these birds are able to return to
their nests from hundreds of strange miles away: magnetite responds to the Earth’s magnetic field. Together these
two images establish a coextensive relationship for how
iron exists in the world: one dormant, the other exertive.
Although there was effort made to record my own footage of a pigeon in flight, it could not happen in time for
the exhibition. Instead I entangled youtube into the assemblage, finding a half hour of footage of a pigeon flying
over shopping malls, rivers, roads, farmland and forests.
For a few seconds throughout these two durations
panoramic images of the quarry wall, lake and buildings
appear and disappear at the top of the screen, offering
scenes from the quarry – the home of the object being
dug out and to the objects in the room. The fading in
and out of these images subtly infuses the gallery with the
quarry environment. The flapping, erratic undulation of
the bird in flight reverberates in the orderly but meandering rhythm of the arrangement on the moving blanket.
The projector for the video is housed in a box made
of wood gathered from a collapsed building on the edge of
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the lake. The wood has been milled and the box finely and intuitively crafted. This is one of three wooden objects that articulate
acts of attention using this salvaged material. The other is a hinged
box that contains cuts, layers and arrangements that materialize
photographs, collages and diagrams. The piece serves as a table
of contents to the archive. Each element and process present is
depicted here in some way. It might be in the form of a cut out, an
inkjet print on transparent vellum or a matte photograph. Originally conceived of as a book, the documents are unbound and
through layering allow endless relationships to form among the images. It is up to the viewer to identify connections to textures, forms
or colors in the documents to the elements that surround them.
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Also made of reclaimed wood from the quarry is
a light table which on one side displays salt crystal growing apparatuses, and on the other pieces of steel that are
partially covered in salt crystals. There is a magnifying
glass for close looking, and a pair of opera glasses to survey the environment. Water from the quarry lake combined with road salt was used to make a super saturated
solution. Poured into individual jars, the objects were then
dangled to barely touch the surface of the water. The jars
with the growing crystals were sung to each day, songs
from Josephine Foster’s collection of children’s songs Little Life. As an action the singing was soothing for me, as
conceptual strata it adds warmth. Fascinated by studies
of plants that grow healthier surrounded by harmonious
sound waves versus angsty ones, my thought was that in
“relaxing” the water I might encourage better crystals
to develop. Salt accelerates the rusting process so again
this collaboration was configured to accelerate the decomposition of the objects. The salt crystals in a subtle,
formal way link to the magnetite crystals in the beak of
the pigeon, while also accumulating an aesthetic arrangement of their own. Although I initiate and terminate the
contact between the materials, they are encouraged to arrange themselves: they are salt crystals drawing on steel.
Finally, in the corner on the floor sits a mold
taken from a rock along the quarry wall that has a hole
drilled in it 24” deep and 3” wide where dynamite would
have been inserted for blasting. It is an ambiguous form.
Traces of moss can be found in the plaster upon close
inspection as well as the prominent texture of rock. In
the table of contents there are images of the rock, the
hole, and the mold being taken from the rock itself. It is

also from this vantage point that seasonal images of the
lake were taken. The mold is white plaster and leans
against the wall. It is easy to overlook but in many ways
is the nucleus of the environment; the most direct reference to the activity that would become the cause of everything else in the room, and in the effect on the land.
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Susan Pearce suggests that the act of collecting
should be seen as an attempt to manipulate and master
one’s environment (qtd. in Bismark 420). In a similar vein
Andrea Fraser, whose work is project based and research
intensive writes:
“The term archive implies, in my mind, either a systematic compilation of
material with an aim to exhaustiveness, or the systematic collection and cataloguing of material generated in the course of the life of a particular organization, individual, event, or project. To me, both definitions have always
implied a rationalization and fetishization of information and documentation which I instinctively reject as bureaucratic” (qtd in Bismark 85).

Arlette Farge describes the archive as a participatory field,
an open field of activity (qtd. In Bismark 422). Each of
these perspectives has resonated with me over the course
of this project. Does my intention of bringing industrial
practices into the center from the periphery result in a
biased, personalized fetishization of specific information? Does a sensuous focus come through in the objects
and process I present and engage? Is this aesthetic seduction enough to draw someone in long enough to get past
the aesthetic layer and into the content? In my desire to
release the focus on control and direct manipulation of
metal ingrained in me through training, I am curious of
(and have yet to reach any conclusions about) my impulse
to use the archive format, given the relationship to control. The control aspect of my informal archive however
lies not in the cataloguing of material but in the handling
and selection of information to include or omit. climate
of sight explores my relationship to both, revealing these
questions which offer me structure for moving forward.

transitions
If examined alongside the notion of origin, the
notion of home becomes precarious. Does identifying
with a home as a sense of place enhance or inhibit our
relations in the world? After working with home as a unifying trope in this project – and through that work realizing it to be an unstable, uncertain anchor in connecting
to the world – I am inclined to believe that the cultivation
of a practice of relations would better serve a notion of
home. That is to say, a commitment to practices of attentiveness, responsiveness, responsibility, and competence
towards land, nonhumans and each other is the foundation of home, and can be practiced in any physical place.
Returning to the figuration of the nomad Rosi Braidotti
writes:
“The nomadic subject is a myth, or a political fiction, that allows me to think
through and move across established categories and levels of experience: blurring
boundaries without burning bridges. Implicit in my choice of this figuration is the
belief in the potency and relevance of the imagination, of myth making, as a way
to step out of the political and intellectual stasis of our times… The nomadism
in question here refers to the kind of critical consciousness that resists settling into
socially coded modes of thought and behavior” (26).

She goes on to say that nomadic shifts are a kind of “…
performative metaphor that allows for otherwise unlikely
encounters and unsuspected sources of interaction, experience and knowledge” (27). She references Gilles Deleuze’s concept of becoming to support this constantly
in-motion mode of being in the world. Deleuze differentiates between becoming and being: since everything is in
a constant state of becoming life, being is just a relatively
stable moment in a flow of becoming. Sites of supposed
dormancy – the disused quarry, for example – can be-

come activated through playful human exploration and
experiment. The act of viewing art is another instance
where “…we become imperceptible – are no longer disengaged from life and difference – by becoming one with
the flow of images that is life” (128). If we recognize ourselves as nothing more than a part in this ever constant
flow of images, expansive imaginings can occur. We can
imagine becoming insect, becoming machine or becoming rust. And we can do this anywhere. Claire Colebrook
speculates:
“…by approaching or imaging the inhuman point of view of animals, machines
and molecules we no longer take ourselves as unchanging perceivers set over and
against life. We immerse ourselves in the flow of life’s perceptions. The human
becomes more than itself, or expands to its highest power, not by affirming its humanity, nor by returning to animal state, but by becoming-hybrid with what is not
itself… using the human power of imagination to overcome the human” (129).

By performatively intervening and injecting my
human actions into the decompositional processes of the
disused quarry I am underlining the futility of both human aspiration and failure, collapsing them into the complexity of merely being human – a complexity that begins
to intertwine with the other life forms and processes I am
engaging. In our relative insignificance we are ravenous,
I am exploring our capacity to destroy and our potential
to create. My actions come from a place of hope: if we
engage with and integrate more dynamically the patterns
and processes already occurring everywhere all of the
time into working with us instead of thinking of humans
as seperate, perhaps we can become better creators and
worse destroyers: more regenerative and less extractive.

As an artist I am trained to look for visual patterns
and formal connections, which become the foundation of
an evolving conceptual language: a patterning that creates
consciousness. Working through the format of the archive
has allowed me to initiate processes of creating and discovering that I am unfamiliar with, revealing new worlds
to explore and include beyond and within the realm of
art. In “An Archival Impulse” Hal Foster defines the archival approach as “...concerned less with absolute origins
than with obscure traces, these artists are often drawn to
unfulfilled beginnings or incomplete projects – in art and
history alike – that might offer points of departure again”
(5). climate of sight is an archive that is a moment of being
in a constant becoming, a potential of many potentials to
be opened and explored. In opening the imagination the
work beckons the viewer as engaged observer, detective,
co-explorer and collaborator engendering figures that expand our experience and our imaginings in the world.

a conclusion
“By refusing technological miracles the artist begins to know the corroded moments,
the carboniferous states of thought, the shrinkage of mental mud, in the geologic
chaos – in the strata of esthetic consciousness. The refuse between mind and matter is a mine of information” Robert Smithson, Collected Writings, 107.

Through my explorations, gatherings, and ways
of organizing and digesting information physically and
psychically I am working to cultivate a new aesthetic, one
that is seeking new descriptions for how we see, know and
coexist with nonhumans and with each other. This practice is young and research based and is a way of moving
forward, living and encountering knowledge; it is a way
to vibrantly connect with the world. How can this connect with and excite other humans? I am not interested in
propagating the artist-as-lone-genius model. I am looking
for cohorts and I am looking for spaces that art can interrogate; spaces that offer the possibility of regeneration, of
bringing together stories of past and present in order for
a new community of participants to emerge that support
the imaginings of new stories about evolution and ideas.
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Image List
*all processes were carried out between the summer of 2013 and spring of 2014.

1. Rubber and rusting steel at quarry in summer. 8 x 10” ink jet color photograph (IJCP) on metallic paper. In book. 0.011lbs.

15. Aerial shot of rusting metal collection from the quarry on a moving blanket at SDMA in spring 2014. The outline of the 		
quarry lake is lined in rust dust. 28lbs.

2. Concrete and rusting steel at quarry in summer. 8 x 10” IJCP on matte paper. In book. 0.011lbs.
3. Rusting steel protruding out of mound of gravel at quarry in summer. Digging begins in mid winter. 11 x17” IJCP on
matte paper. In book. 0.022lbs.

		

16. Right side of light table depicting crystal growing aparatasus, a magnifying glass and opera glasses at SDMA in spring 2014.
22lbs.
17. Macro photographs of salt crystals growing/drawing on steel found at the quarry. Digital archive.

4. Rusting crevice with unknown use at quarry in summer. 9 x 12” IJCP on metallic paper. In book. 0.020lbs.
18. Projection and projection box (12lbs), box with table of contents (8lbs with documents). Digital archive.
5. Google map image of quarry focusing on lake. Time unknown. 11 x 17” IJCP on matte paper. In book. 0.022lbs.
6. Buildings on the edge of the quarry lake in winter. 11 x17” IJCP on metallic paper. In book. 0.022lbs.
7. Buildings on the edge of the quarry lake in summer. 11 x 17” IJCP on matte paper. In book. 0.022lbs.

19 - 20. Photographs while touring a working quarry in Kingston, NY with quarry manager Brian… Image depicts the process 		
of drilling patterns of holes for inserting dynamite. Digital archive.
21. Photograph from the quarry rim of a mold being taken from a rock with a hole drilled in it for dynamite in late winter 2014.
11 x 17” IJCP on matte paper. In book. 0.022lbs.

8. Sample. Intervention with plaster on rusting objects in fall. Digital archive.
22. Installation view of the finished mold in the SDMA in spring 2014. 60 x 28”, 14lbs. Digital archive.
9. Building adjacent to lake on the other side of the hill in summer. 17 x 11” IJCP cut out on matte paper. In book. 0.018lbs.
23-24. Details of rock after mold had been removed. Late winter 2014. (3) 8 x 10” IJCP on metallic paper. In book. 0.066lbs.
10. Sample. Intervention with plaster on rusting objects in fall. Digital archive.
11. Collage from images taken while researching at a working quarry in Florida, NY in fall. Digital archive.

25-26. Images taken of the lake from the quarry rim 25 - frozen in late winter 2014, 26 - thawed in early spring 2014. 8 x 10” 		
IJCP on metallic paper. In book. 0.044lbs.

12. Object in bottom of the quarry lake in summer. 13 x19” IJCP on lightweight matte paper. In book. 0.011lbs.

* the video can be viewed here: https://vimeo.com/87534499

13. Installation view of climate of sight (without projection) at the Samuel Dorsky Museum of Art (SDMA) in spring 2014.
Digital archive.
14. Installation view of climate of sight at SDMA in spring 2014 with projection and projection box, and the table of contents. 		
Digital archive.
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climate of sight

is an archive that p e r f o r m s
t h e q u e s t i o n “ w h a t d o e s r u s t want?” Tra n s f o r m ed
from a prompt generated by a p r o clivity t o w a r d
t h e m a t e r i a l itself, the aesthetic investigation
began p e r m e a t i n g o t h e r m a t e r i a l s , p r o c e s s e s
a n d w a y s of thinking, k n o w i n g a n d f e e l i n g . A
d i s u s e d l i m e s t o n e qu a r r y , t e r r a i n b o t h u n f a m i l i a r a n d a l i v e s i t u a t e s the i n q u i r y a n d
s u b t l y p e r v a d e s the gallery. Over time materials
h a v e b e e n u r g e d t o c r y s tallize amongst themselves, compile to articulate acts of attention, to
become tools for seeing and containers for holding while
digressions unexpectedly revel.

Nonhumans:
steel objects, water and wood from disused quarry,
salt crystals, light, plexi, magnifying glass,
opera glasses
These crystals were sung to as they grew. If you
would like to sing to them, they like this song:
Little life,
how did you be so
Little life,
how did you be so
Songs arrive even
Songs keep coming
If
If
If
If

you
you
you
you

were
were
were
were

a
a
a
a

lucky
glad
in the mailbox
even happy to be sad

bird how would you fly?
butterfly
penguin under the sea
bumble bee

from Little Life

by Josephine Foster

Nonhuman:
video projection
Protruding from a mound of gravel at the disused quarry a piece of steel is being dug out,
exposing more of its surface to oxygen. For iron
rusting is resting, so rusting is the state iron
most wants.By giving up its electrons to oxygen
it disintegrates until it disappears.
Magnetite is iron in a mineral form and is the
most magnetic naturally occurring mineral on
Earth. Magnetite crystals are found in the beak
of the homing pigeon and are sensitive to the
Earth’s magnetic field. This is one reason these
pigeons are able to find their way back to their
nests from hundreds of strange miles away.
On the right a camera is attached to a homing
pigeon as it flies back to its nest. Combined
the two videos embody a set of contingents for
how iron exists in the world: one dormant the
other exertive.

Note: After months of trespassing there was an
interview with the quarry manager. He mentioned
that he placed hunting cameras around the quarry
to keep an eye on it. The digging was discontinued.

